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Abstract. Since the September 11th terror attack at New York in 2001, the 
frequency of terror attacks around the world has been increasing and it draws 
more attention of the public. On January 20 of 2006, CNN reported that al Qaeda 
leader Osama bin Laden had released a tape claiming that a series of terror attacks 
were planned in US.  These attacks and messages from terrorists are threatening 
everyone in the world.  As an intelligence officer or a citizen in any countries, we 
are interested in the development of the terror attacks around us.  We can easily 
extract hundreds or thousands of news stories of any terror attack incidents from 
newswires such as CNN.com but the volume of information is too large for us to 
capture the information we need. Information retrieval techniques such as Topic 
Detection and Tracking are able to help us to organize the news stories as events 
within a topic of terror attack.  However, they are incapable to present the 
complex evolution relationships between the events.  We are interested to learn 
what the major events are in a terror attack but also how they develop within the 
topic.  It is beneficial to identify the starting and ending events, the seminal events 
and the evolution of these events. In this work, we propose to utilize the temporal 
relationship, event similarity, temporal proximity and document distributional 
proximity to identify the event evolution relationships between events in a terror 
attack incident.  An event evolution graph is utilized to present the underlying 
structure of events for efficient browsing and extracting information.  Case study 
and experiment are presented to illustrate and show the performance of our 
proposing technique.  
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1 Introduction  

Terror attacks are occurring frequently in the recent years and they draw attention of 
the public.  We are threatened and anxious to obtain more information about these 
incidents.  Due to the popularity of the Internet, news stories are now available online 
at the news information providers’ Web sites.  We can easily go to any newswires 
such as CNN, BBC, CBS, etc. or infomediaries such as Google and Yahoo to retrieve 
news stories for any terror attack incidents in the past.  However, the popularity of the 
online news creates the information overloading problem at the same time.  We can 



retrieve hundreds or thousands of news stories for any single terror attack incident 
without much difficulty; yet it is impossible for users to capture the flow of stories 
efficiently and effectively from a large volume of news stories. 

In the research of topic detection and tracking (TDT), techniques are developed to 
monitor news stories, spot news events, and track the progress of previously spotted 
events [4]-[6], [15]-[18].  It clusters news stories as a hierarchical structure as shown 
in Figure 1.  Although users are able to capture the major events in a terror attack 
incident, it is difficult to capture the development of events within an incident.  For 
example, the out break of a war may evolve to the economic crisis and then evolve to 
the problem of refugees.  In order to capture such evolution relationships, we must 
consider the temporal information in addition to the content of the news stories. 

Source

 
Figure 1 Document organization in topic detection and tracking 
 
In the research of temporal text mining (TTM), techniques are developed to discover 
temporal patterns in text information over time based on the timestamps of the text 
streams [11].  In this technique, text steams are partitioned into a number of non-
overlapping sliced time intervals.  The theme of each interval is identified and the 
evolution of theme between successive intervals is extracted.  However, the events of 
the incident are not identified.  An event in the terror attack incident may take more 
than one interval or only part of an interval.  The theme extracted from an interval 
may be part of an event or a combination of several events that occur in the interval.  
Such technique is not ideal for users to capture the flow of major events in a terror 
attack incident. 

Event evolution is a new concept developed recently.  Makkonen [10] was the first to 
conduct investigation on event evolution as a subtopic of TDT.  The news documents 
within a topic are temporally linearly ordered.  A narrative begins when the first story 
of the topic is detected.  A seminal event may lead to several other events.  The events 
at the beginning may have more influence on the events coming immediately after 
than the events at the later time.  As we go through the event in the temporal order, we 
may see the evolution of events within a terror attack incident.  The events and the 
event evolution relationship can be represented as a graph structure (Figure 2).  
Nallapati et al. [12] have investigated the dependencies among events and developed a 
few simple models to determine the event threading relationships from a small 
number of documents.  However, the existing model is rather too simple to capture 

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 … Topic 4 

Event 1 Event 2 … Event 3

Story 1 Story 2 … Story 3
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the complex relationships among the events in a large collection of documents within 
a topic.  The concept of event evolution has not been well defined.  Wei and Chang 
[13] proposed an event evolution pattern discovery technique that identifies event 
episodes together with their temporal relationships that occur frequently in a 
collection of events of the same type. Their work differs from prior studies in that 
they focus on segmenting a sequence of news stories of a specific event into event 
episodes and generalizing event episodes across different events of similar topics. 
However, relationships among event episodes discussed only consist of temporal ones.  
In this work, we formally define the event evolution by three logical rules.  Besides, 
we introduce the temporal relationship, event similarity, temporal proximity and 
document distributional proximity to identify the event evolution relationships to 
construct the event evolution graphs.  Given such graphical representation of the 
underlying structure of events in a terror attack incident, users can easily navigate the 
development of the incident and extract specific information for their needs.   

 
Figure 2. Event evolution graph. 

2 Event Evolution 

Event evolution describes the relationship between two events in a news topic.  In 
order to have a better understanding of event evolution, we must first understand the 
definitions of story, event, and topic as defined in the research area of topic detection 
and tracking (TDT).  A story is a news article delivering some information to users.  
An event is something that happens at some specific time but may or may not at a 
specific place.  Although event is defined with a specific place in typical definition in 
TDT, some events do not have a specific place practically.  An event may happen at 
many places at the same time.  A topic is a set of events that are strongly 
interconnected with each other.   

Event evolution is a new concept developed by Makkonen [10], Nallapati et al. [12], 
and Wei and Chang [13] recently.  Makkonen described event evolution as the 
changing nature of a topic.  Nallapati el al. described event threading as the 
dependencies between events, while Wei and Chang viewed event evolution as 
temporal dependencies between episodes (i.e., stages or subevents) with an event.  We 
formally define event evolution as a relationship between the events within a topic 
such that the relationships are narrating the changes of events from the seminal events 
to the terminal events along the timeline.  Such relationship is known as event 
evolution relationship.  We define that the event evolution relationship between event 

Event 1 

Event 2 
Event 4 

Event 3 Event 5 
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A and event B must follow 3 rules if event A evolves to event B: (1) event A must 
temporally precede event B, (2) event A must be the necessary and/or the sufficient 
condition of event B, (3) the event evolution relationship must coincide with the user 
information needs.   

2.1 Event Evolution Graphs 
To represent the changes of nature within a terror attack incident, we use an event 
evolution graph to represent the underlying structure of the events and their 
relationships.  Given such event evolution graphs, we can easily identify the seminal 
events of the terror attack incident and the evolution from the seminal events to other 
events.  For example, the terrorists seizing the Beslan school is the starting event of 
the “Beslan School Hostage Crisis”.  The starting event evolves to the event of the 
attack of Russian special task force.  Such Russian attack event is the seminal event 
that causes the death of the hostages, the investigation of the suspects, the 
counterterrorism responses from other countries and some other events.   

An event evolution graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) consisting of events as 
the nodes and event evolution relationships as the directed edges between nodes.  
Given a set of n distinct news stories S = {s1, s2, ···, sn} on a given news topic, we 
have a set of m events E = {e1, e2, ···, em} and their event timestamps T = {t1, t2, ···, tm}.  
ti = τ(ei).  Each story is assigned to one of the m events.  A directed edge from vertex 
ei to ej is created in the event evolution graph if there is an event evolution 
relationship from ei to ej. Event ei is the parent of event ej and event ej is the child of 
event ei. L is the set of event evolution relationships, L = {(ei, ej) where ei, ej∈E.  
Therefore, the event evolution graph G is a directed acyclic graph, G = {E, L}.  The 
most important task in constructing the event evolution graph is identifying the event 
evolution relationships from the events of the terror attack incident. 

Table 1 Eight temporal relationships that satisfy the first rule of event evolution relationship 
 Temporal Relationships Illustration 
1 tA < tB (tA before tB)  sA    eA     sB    eB  

 
2 tA m tB (tA meets tB) sA    eA  

       sB    eB      
3 tA o tB (tA overlaps tB) sA          eA  

       sB          eB
4 tA di tB (tA contains tB)   sA                 eA  

       sB      eB
5 tA s tB (tA starts tB)  sA     eA  

 sB                   eB
6 tA si tB (tA started by tB)  sA                   eA  

 sB     eB
7 tA fi tB (tA finished by tB)  sA                   eA  

               sB     eB
8 tA = tB (tA equal to tB)  sA     eA  

 sB     eB

In order to satisfy the first rule of event evolution relationship that event A must 
temporally precede event B, we adopt eight temporal relationships among the thirteen 
temporal relationships as defined by Allen [8].  An event has a timestamp t which is a 
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time interval.  Given two events, event A and event B, and their timestamps, tA = 
[sA,eA] and tB = [sB,eB], the eight temporal relationships between event A and event B 
that satisfy the first rule of event evolution relationship are illustrated in Table 1.  The 
distance between tA and tB, d(tA,tB), is measured as eA - sB if eA is before or equal to sB; 
otherwise d(tA,tB) equals to 0.   

We utilize the event similarity to identify the pairs of events that satisfy the second 
and third rules of event evolution relationships.  The events that follow the second and 
third rules share some common information in their content, such as keywords, person 
and location names.  Stories in the pair of events which possess the event evolution 
relationship usually discuss closely related matters.  The authors of the news stories 
tend to refer the parent event when they are writing the stories of the child event.  In 
our work, we utilize the cosine similarity of term vectors to represent the relatedness 
of events.  

Define a k-term feature space for S as ω = {ω1, ω2, …, ωk}, then a story i can be 
represented as a weighting vector ωi = {ωi1, ωi2, …, ωik}. The traditional TF-IDF 
function is  

log
max

ik
ik

il kl

tf N
tf df

ω =                                                        (1) 

where tfik is the frequency of term k in document i. N is the total number of documents 
in that topic and dfk is the number of documents which contains term k in that topic.  

We compute the event term vector of event j using the average of the document term 
vectors of stories that belong to event j. We define the event term vector for event j as 
ω’j = {ω’j1, ω’j2, …, ω’jk} where,  
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= ∑                                                         (2) 

where nj is the number of stories in S that belongs to event j.  

 

The event content similarity is computed as followed.  
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In addition to the event similarity, we also adopt the temporal proximity and 
document distributional proximity to measure the strength of event evolution 
relationships. If two events are distant from each other along the timeline, then the 
event evolution relationship is less likely to exist between them than those events 
occur closely with each other. The longer the temporal distance between the two 
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events is, the less likely the event evolution between them exists and vice versa.  On 
the other hand, the document distributional proximity supplements the weakness of 
temporal proximity when there is a burst of number of events in a relatively short 
period which usually happens at the beginning of the incident.  We utilize two 
decaying functions to reflect the temporal proximity and document distributional 
proximity. 
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where T is the event horizon defined as the temporal distance between the start time of 
the earliest event timestamp and the end time of the latest event timestamp in the same 
topic. τ(ei) is the timestamp of ei.  α is the time decaying factor which is between 0 
and 1.  

N
m

ji eeedf
β−

=),(                                                         (5)  

where m is the number of documents that belong to the events happening in-between 
event e1 and e2. N is the total number of documents in the topic. β is the document 
distribution decay factor which is between 0 and 1. 

To measure the strength of the event evolution relationship between two events, we 
integrate the event similarity function and the two decaying functions to compute the 
event evolution score as follow: 
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In this work, we utilize a static threshold λ (0 < λ < 1) on the event evolution scores to 
identify the event evolution relationships.  If the event evolution score of a pair of 
events is higher than or equal to the static threshold, we consider that there is an event 
evolution relationship between this pair of events.  The event evolution graph is 
constructed as 

G = {E,L} 

where }),(|),{( λ≥= jiji eescoreeeL                                            (7) 

The size of the event evolution graph depends on the granularity of the events.  If we 
decrease the granularity of the events, there will be more number of events.  As a 
result, the complexity of the event evolution graph increases.  That means the number 
of event evolution relationships increase.  For example, considering the four events, 
“Chechen terrorists seized the Beslan school with hostages” (Event A), “Negotiation 
with terrorists broke down” (Event B), “26 women and infants freed but most 
hostages were still held” (Event C), and “Special task force assaulted terrorists” 
(Event D), we may identify the event evolution relationships from Event A to Event B, 
Event A to Event C, and Event B to Event D.  However, if we increase the granularity, 
we may merge Event A, Event B and Event C as one single event because these 
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events occur in a short period of time and there is only one story in each of the first 
two events.  In this case, the event evolution relationships from Event A to Event B 
and Event A to Event C are gone but there is one event evolution relationship from 
the merged event to Event D.  The granularity of the event evolution graph should be 
controlled by users depending on their information needs.  Some users may want to 
have a brief picture of the overall incident at the beginning.  Some other users may 
want to explore more and decrease the granularity when they find interests in the 
specific events.   

3 Case Study 

In this section, we illustrate the event evolution graph of the terror attack incident.  
The news stories in our corpus are all extracted from the CNN News website. All 
stories are written in English. The corpus is generated by automatic crawling and 
searching with the support of filtering by human annotator. Given the URL of a 
beginning news story, the crawler analyzed the hyperlinks in the “related stories” 
section on each page of news story. It eliminated invalid links and crawl the linked 
news stories. The crawler repeated this process until there were no more links 
available to analyze or it reached a predefined depth. Since the section of “related 
stories” is often manually created, it is a good indicator of related stories. 
Alternatively, the human annotator submitted a query containing topic-specified 
keywords and obtained the searching results. The system analyzed the hyperlinks in 
the searching results and crawled related news stories on the submitted topic. 
Unrelated stories collected in these processes were then filtered out manually.   

After the generation of the corpus and filtering of unrelated stories, the human 
annotator was also instructed to create the truth data of the event evolution graphs. 
The annotator was first asked to read through the news stories within a specific topic 
several times and formed a general picture of event evolution graph. In the second 
step, he was asked to identify the events and assigned each story to one of the events. 
Given the events, the annotator identified the evolution relationship based on the three 
rules of event evolution relationships. The annotator reviewed and revised the event 
evolution graph until no further revision could be made.  

In the following subsection, we use the terror attack incident of Chechen Terrorist 
Seizing Beslan School as an illustration. As discussed in the earlier section, the 
complexity of event evolution graphs increases as we decrease the granularity of the 
events.  For illustration purpose, we choose a higher granularity in order to present the 
ideas of event evolutions and the impact of the event evolution scores on the 
performance of the automatic generated event evolution graphs.   

3.1 Chechen Terrorists Seizing Beslan School  
In the terror attack case of Chechen Terrorist Seizing Beslan School, there are 32 
news documents collected from CNN.  We have identified 8 events.  There are 4 
documents per event on average and the maximum and minimum numbers of 
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documents per event are 6 and 3, respectively.  The details of the events are presented 
in Table 2. 

Table 2. Events in Chechen Terrorists Seizing Beslan School terrorist attach case 

Event 
no. 

Label Number of 
doc. 

Start 
time 

End time 

1 Chechen terrorists seized the Beslan school 
with hostages, negotiation and some hostages 
freed 

5 2004-09-
02 01:46 

2004-09-
03 07:08 

2 Special task force assaulted terrorists and 
hundreds of hostages were dead 

3 2004-09-
03 14:46 

2004-09-
05 05:14 

3 The responses of different parties on the 
Beslan school hostage tragic 

5 2004-09-
04 15:45 

2004-09-
07 13:04 

4 Russia approached to identify the suspects of 
Beslan tragic 

6 2004-09-
06 01:07 

2004-09-
08 17:54 

5 Russia conducted investigation and was 
determined to put terrorists on trial 

4 2004-09-
08 15:44 

2004-09-
24 11:36 

6 Beslan school resumed classes after the 
hostage tragic 

3 2004-09-
14 08:12 

2004-09-
15 12:33 

7 Russia claimed to strike Chechen terrorism 3 2004-09-
14 08:52 

2004-09-
17 12:38 

8 Russia’s successive efforts against terrorism 3 2004-09-
29 12:01 

2004-12-
17 13:53 

 
 

 
Figure 3. Event evolution graph of Chechen Terrorists Seizing Beslan School terror attack case 
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Figure 3 presents the event evolution graph of Chechen Terrorists Seizing Beslan 
School terror attack case generated by a professional annotator.  There are 11 event 
evolution relationships.  Table 3 presents the number of in-links and out-links of the 
events.  Event 2 “Special task force assaulted terrorists and hundreds of hostages were 
dead” has 4 out-links which is the maximum in the event evolution graph.  It can be 
considered as a seminal event that causes the sequences of events such as the 
responses of anti-terrorism from different countries, the investigation of the attack and 
striking the terrorists.  Event 6 “Beslan school resumed classes after the hostage” and 
event 8 “Russia’s successive efforts against terrorism” are the terminal events.  They 
can be considered as the final results of the events.   

Table 3 Number of in-links and out-links of the events in the Chechen Terrorists Seizing 
Beslan School terrorist attach case.  

Event no.  Number of in-links Number of out-links 
1 0 2 
2 1 4 
3 1 1 
4 2 2 
5 3 1 
6 1 0 
7 2 1 
8 1 0 
 

Figure 4 and Table 4 present the result of the event evolution graph generated with the 
threshold of event evolution score as 0.55.  The precision is 0.73 and the recall is 0.73.   

 

 
Figure 4. Automatic generated event evolution graph with the threshold of event similarity as 
0.55.   
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Table 4. Event evolution relationship in Figure 4 

Event Evolution 
Relationship  

Correct Event 
Evolution 
Relationship  

Missed Event 
Evolution 
Relationship  

Incorrect Event 
Evolution 
Relationship  

Event 1 → Event 2 ✔   
Event 2 → Event 3 ✔   
Event 1 → Event 4 ✔   
Event 2 → Event 4 ✔   
Event 2 → Event 5  ✔  
Event 3 → Event 5 ✔   
Event 4 → Event 5 ✔   
Event 2 → Event 6  ✔  
Event 4 → Event 7 ✔   
Event 5 → Event 7 ✔   
Event 7 → Event 8  ✔  
   Event 3 → Event 4 
   Event 3 → Event 7 
   Event 6 → Event 7 
 

Figure 5 and Table 5 present the result of the event evolution graph generated with the 
threshold of event evolution score as 0.60.  The precision is 0.85 and the recall is 0.55.  
When we increase the threshold, we reduce the number of incorrect event evolution 
relationship; however, we increase the number of missed event evolution relationship.  
As a result, the precision increases but the recall decreases.  

 
Figure 5. Automatic generated event evolution graph with the threshold of event similarity as 
0.60 
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Table 5. Event evolution relationship in Figure 5 

Event Evolution 
Relationship 

Correct Event 
Evolution 
Relationship  

Missed Event 
Evolution 
Relationship  

Incorrect Event 
Evolution 
Relationship  

Event 1 → Event 2 ✔   
Event 2 → Event 3  ✔  
Event 1 → Event 4  ✔  
Event 2 → Event 4 ✔   
Event 2 → Event 5  ✔  
Event 3 → Event 5 ✔   
Event 4 → Event 5 ✔   
Event 2 → Event 6  ✔  
Event 4 → Event 7 ✔   
Event 5 → Event 7 ✔   
Event 7 → Event 8  ✔  
   Event 3 → Event 4 
 

As we observe in the automatic generated event evolution graphs, some event 
evolution relationships from Event 2 are missed.  It is mainly because the temporal 
distance between Event 2 and the child events are relatively large.  The influence of 
Event 2 to the child events is considered less in our proposed techniques.  As a result, 
they are easily missed.  On the other hand, incorrect event evolution relationship from 
Event 3 to Event 4 is identified by our proposed techniques.  It is because there are 
some overlapping content in the stories of both events and the temporal distance 
between the two events is small.  It is difficult to achieve perfect precision and recall; 
however, the proposed techniques are promising in producing a meaningful and useful 
event evolution graph to support user navigation and extraction of information to 
satisfy their information needs. 

4 Experiment 

We have conducted an experiment to evaluate the performance of our proposed 
techniques in constructing the event evolution graph.  10 news topics are collected in 
our corpus.  On average, there are 78 news stories per topic, 17.6 events per topic and 
4.44 stories per event.  From the event evolution graphs we generated manually, there 
are 24.4 event evolution relationships per topic and 1.4 event evolution relationships 
per event.   

We tested the evolution score function with different parameters: 

• CS: Cosine similarity of event term vectors only, without temporal proximity and 
document distributional proximity. This is equivalent to setting α = 0 and β = 0 in 
our suggested event evolution score function; 
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• CS*TP: Cosine similarity of event term vectors multiplied by temporal proximity. 
This is equivalent to setting α = 1 and β = 0; 

• CS*DF: Cosine similarity of event term vectors multiplied by document 
distributional proximity. This is equivalent to setting α = 0 and β = 1; 

• CS*sqrt(TP*DF): Cosine similarity of event term vectors multiplied by the square 
root of the product of temporal proximity and document distributional proximity. 
This is equivalent to setting α = ½ and β = ½.  
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Figure 6 Experimental result 

In Figure 6, we observe that both CS*TP approach and CS*DF approach are better 
than CS approach substantially. This proves that both the temporal proximity and 
document distributional proximity are helpful in evaluating event evolution 
relationships. However, it is also interesting to observe that CS*sqrt(TP*DF) 
approach which incorporates both temporal proximity and document distributional 
proximity does not significantly outperform the CS*DF approach. It may due to the 
overlapping effect of the temporal proximity and document distributional proximity 
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have some overlapping effects. When they are both included, they cancel the effects 
of each other in some degree.  

5 Conclusion 

There is a large volume of news stories reporting the terror attack incidents on the 
Web.  This information is of great interest to us due to the recent threat of terrorism.  
In order to capture the development of the events in these terror attack incidents 
efficiently and effectively, we develop the techniques to identify the event evolution 
relationships of the events and represent the underlying structure as event evolution 
graphs.  Illustration has been presented.  An experiment has been conducted to report 
the impact of the parameters of the proposed event evolution score function.  The 
performance of the proposed technique is promising.  It supports users in efficient 
navigation of the related events and effectively extracts the specific information that 
satisfies user information needs.  
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